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Security Suite
Future-proof your defenses with intelligent 
endpoint security and integrated XDR
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The Trellix Endpoint Security Suite is a flexible, unified solution  
that protects devices and endpoints at the network edge, empowering 
your organization to address complex, distributed security issues 
thoroughly, efficiently, and quickly. It uses analytics and machine learning 
to achieve industry-leading effectiveness, all while offering the  
flexibility to connect to products from other vendors. The solution  
helps you unify your data and threat defenses from device to cloud,  
for integrated security. 

As Trellix unifies data and threat defense from device to cloud, we 
are building a future where security is an integrated system—simpler, 
smarter, and broader than anything that’s ever come before. The Trellix 
Endpoint Security Suite learns and evolves to protect your changing 
business needs in a dynamic threat landscape. 

The Trellix Endpoint Security Suite includes Trellix Endpoint Security and 
Trellix Endpoint Detection and Response.

Future-proof your defenses with intelligent  
endpoint security and integrated XDR

Prevent, detect, investigate, and 
respond to threats while efficiently 
managing your attack surface. 
We help you predict, prioritize, 
and prescribe your most effective 
threat response using integrated 
extended detection and response 
(XDR), managed detection and 
response (MDR) services, open 
APIs, and partner applications.

Support your remote workforce 
with industry-leading endpoint 
security and a unified defense, 
along with comprehensive, 
proactive threat intelligence  
and defenses across the entire  
attack lifecycle.

Trellix Endpoint Security Suite is an 
integrated suite of technologies 
that uses analytics and machine 
learning to provide effective 
protection—including the flexibility 
to connect to security products 
from other vendors.
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Key benefits

Comprehensive endpoint protection from  
advanced threats 

Trellix Endpoint Security learns and evolves to protect your  
organization in a dynamic threat landscape. Use its robust threat 
prevention, detection, investigation, and response capabilities  
to proactively guard against threats and gain visibility and control of  
all your endpoints. 

Simplified management with a centralized console

Speed and streamline your security effectiveness while easily scaling 
across hundreds of thousands of endpoints. Trellix Endpoint Security 
offers a single view where you can access automated workflows from 
anywhere. See at a glance what you need to focus on first. With a single 
console you save time, eliminate gaps, and simplify management. 

Proactive risk management to keep you  
ahead of adversaries

Stay ahead of attacks with proactive prioritization of threats, and 
preempt attacks before they occur. Gain high-priority actionable 
threat insights in minutes instead of weeks. Use predictive assessment 
of your security posture to find potential security gaps. Preview how 
your company would perform in an attack scenario—and see how this 
compares to other organizations. 
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Get adaptive, proactive  
defenses with intelligent endpoint 
protection and integrated XDR

Comprehensive endpoint 
protection from advanced threats

Gain visibility and control  
of all your endpoints with robust  
threat prevention, detection,  
and response:

 � Protect against emerging  
and advanced threats, 
including ransomware, 
while securing your remote 
workforce with powerful  
threat detection and response

 � Simplify investigations, 
improve analyst productivity, 
and save time with AI-guided 
investigations

Simplified management with  
a centralized console

Easily scale and manage hundreds 
of thousands of endpoints to: 

 � Streamline and accelerate  
your security effectiveness 
while easily scaling across 
hundreds of thousands  
of endpoints to eliminate 
security gaps

 � Enforce and manage  
security from a single view  
and access automated 
workflows from anywhere

Proactive risk management to stay ahead of adversaries 

Use our solution capabilities to help protect your organization, so you can:

 � Manage your attack surface 
and preempt attacks 

 � Proactively prioritize threats 
with advance knowledge of 
those targeting your industry 
or geographic location

 � Use predictive security 
assessments and proactively 
prescribe security actions

 In our environment, the Trellix integrated ecosystem 
replaced seven different security tools and  
six vendors’ management consoles. The difference  
in ease of management was night versus day.” 
— M.T., information security analyst at a major American convenience store chain
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Complete and proactive  
endpoint protection 

Prevent security breaches with 
enhanced remediation

Uncover and protect against 
fileless and script-based 
attacks while defending against 
ransomware, greyware, and 
credential theft attacks with 

enhanced remediation and 
dynamic application containment 
technologies.

Get actionable threat intelligence 
with machine-learning behavior 
classification to detect zero-day 
threats in near real time.

Quickly detect advanced and 
emerging threats 

Simplify detection and response 
for sophisticated advanced 
persistent threats (APTs) with 
integrated endpoint detection 
and response (EDR) controls. 
Reduce dwell time by empowering 
analysts to accurately and quickly 
detect, investigate, and respond 
to attacks. 

Accelerate threat detection  
and containment through  
MITRE ATT&CK® tactic and 
technique alignment. 

Use automation and AI to 
accelerate threat investigations

Harness threat and artificial 
intelligence to improve efficacy, 
minimize false positives, and 
improve alert quality while 
securing endpoints at scale.

Cut though alert noise and  
enable your analysts to focus 
on high-priority alerts with 
automated investigations and 
guided alert triage. 
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Respond to threats  
with confidence and speed

With the Trellix Endpoint Security 
Suite you get proactive and 
dynamic investigation guides that 
adjust to the case at hand while 
orchestrating across endpoints 
to contain and stop threats in 
real time at scale. Our enhanced 
remediation capabilities save you 
valuable time otherwise spent 
reimaging systems.

Manage your attack surface with 
unparalleled threat intelligence 

Use Trellix Insights* to intelligently 
preempt attacks with proactive 
threat prioritization, predictive 
assessments of your security 
posture, and preemptive  

security action prescriptions. 
Trellix Insights delivers prioritized 
risk intelligence on which  
threats and campaigns are  
most likely to target your 
organization, while Trellix Global 
Threat Intelligence enhances  
your situational awareness  
and helps you accurately 
understand the constantly 
changing risk landscape. 

Orchestrate with a  
cloud-delivered, unified platform 

Easily scale across hundreds 
of thousands of endpoints 
to meet business needs and 
remove security gaps. You can 
automate security and compliance 
workflows and accelerate 
responses with real-time sharing 
and trigger actions. When 
business needs require it,  
you can gain a unified view 
across all your security needs 
by extending protection across 
endpoints, network, and cloud. 

Gain access to an  
extensive partner ecosystem  
for a unified defense

We collaborate with leading 
software vendors to improve 
security outcomes for our 
customers. Our open platform 
helps you integrate your existing 
security solutions easily. You also 
get fewer management consoles 
for a more streamlined, automated 
experience.
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Trellix 
6000 Headquarters Drive 
Plano, TX 75024 
www.trellix.com

Visit Trellix.com to learn more.

About Trellix

Trellix is a global company redefining the future of cybersecurity and soulful work. The company’s open and native extended detection and 
response (XDR) platform helps organizations confronted by today’s most advanced threats gain confidence in the protection and resilience 
of their operations. Trellix, along with an extensive partner ecosystem, accelerates technology innovation through machine learning and 
automation to empower over 40,000 business and government customers with living security. More at https://trellix.com.
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Trellix Endpoint Security 
Suite components

Trellix Endpoint Security (ENS) 

The endpoint solution you  
depend on should align with  
the priorities that matter most  
to you. Regardless of your role, 
Trellix Endpoint Security aligns  
to your specific critical needs—
from preventing threats and 
hunting them to tailoring security 
controls. Use the solution to ensure 
system uptime for users, find more 
opportunities for automation, and 
simplify complex workflows.

Trellix Endpoint Detection  
and Response (EDR) 

Trellix EDR helps reduce alert 
fatigue by empowering analysts 
of all skill levels to improve 
productivity and investigate more 
effectively, while continuously 
monitoring and gathering data  
to provide the visibility and  
context needed to detect and 
respond to threats.

Unique to the Trellix EDR 
solution is Trellix Insights, which 
lets you proactively prioritize 
threats, predict whether 
your existing tactics will stop 
them, and prescribe effective 
countermeasures.

To schedule a demo,  
visit trellix.com

 Industry recognition

 � Trellix was named a market 
leader in the 2021 Gartner 
Magic Quadrant for endpoint 
protection platforms** 

 � The value of XDR technology 
was recognized in Gartner’s 
Market Guide for Extended 
Detection and Response

 � Trellix Endpoint 10.7  
achieved a perfect score  
in AV-TEST in 2020**

 � Trellix was a gold winner 
in the 2021 Cybersecurity 
Excellence Awards for 
endpoint security** 

 � Trellix was awarded a 2020 
Cybersecurity Breakthrough 
Award for Endpoint Security 
Solution of the Year**

 � Trellix was named  
“Most Innovative and 
Scalable Endpoint Security 
Company” by Cyber Defense 
Magazine in 2020**

* Trellix Insights requires Trellix 
Endpoint Security telemetry (opt-in) 
to function properly; if you do not 
want to provide this telemetry,  
you should not choose this product, 
as you won’t be able to receive  
full value 

** Awarded to McAfee, now doing  
business as Trellix
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